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1. Introduction. In [4], Pollard showed that there is an inequality of the type,

f"   \sn{x)\>e-*'dx ÚCT   \f{x)\pe-*2dx,
J   —   00 J   —  CO

where sn{x) is the nth partial sum of the Hermite polynomial series for/(x), only

for p = l. This, of course, implies that limn_œ (™w \sn{x)—f{x)\"e~*2 dx = 0 for

every/(x) satisfying J"œ \f{x)\Pe~x2dx<co only in case/? = 2. With || ||p denoting

the usual (unweighted) norm on ( — 00, 00), Askey and Wainger in [1] showed that

there is an inequality of the type, ||in(x)e"Jc2'2||p^C||/(x)e"ï2,2||ï„ for Aj3<p<A

and not for other values of p, and they obtained the corresponding mean con-

vergence theorem. Similar results were proved in both papers for Laguerre series.

The contrast of these results and the fact that trigonometric series converge in

the mean for \<p<co suggest that an inequality of the form ||jn(x)n'(x)||p

^ C||/(x)h>(x)Ilp should be possible forp ä 4 or 1 <p g 4/3 if w{x), possibly depending

on p, is chosen properly. The main results of this paper are that not even the

individual terms of a Hermite or Laguerre series can satisfy such an inequality and

that the terms will not converge to 0 in the mean if p is not between 4/3 and 4.

Specifically, the following will be proved.

Theorem 1. Let p be a fixed number satisfying 1 S/?g4/3 or Agpgoo, let || ||p

denote the ordinary {unweighted) norm on ( — 00, 00), let w{x) be finite almost every-

where on ( — 00, 00), let f{x) be a function which has a Hermite series and satisfies

||w(x)/(x)||p<oo, and let anHn{x) be the nth term of that series. If there exists a

constant, C, independent of f{x), such that \\anHn{x)w{x)\\pgC\\f{x)w{x)\\p for all

n ä C, then w{x) = 0 almost everywhere.

Theorem 2. Let p, || |„, w{x),f{x) andan be as in the first sentence of Theorem 1.

7/limn^œ \\anHn{x)w{x)\\p = 0 for every suchf{x), then tv(x) = 0 almost everywhere.

Theorem 3. Let p be a fixed number satisfying X-¿p-¿A¡3 or 4^/>áoo, let

|p denote the ordinary {unweighted) norm on (0, 00), let a be a fixed number

greater than —X, let w{x) be finite almost everywhere on (0, 00), letf{x) be a function
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which has a Laguerre series for this a and satisfies ||h'(x)/(x)||p<oo, and let anL%{x)

be the nth term of that series. If there exists a constant, C, independent of f{x) such

that ||anL£(x)H>(x)|jpá C||/(x)w(x)|jp/or all «ä C, then r>(x) = 0 almost everywhere.

Theorem 4. Let p, || ||p, w{x), f{x), a, and an be as in the first sentence of

Theorem 3. 7/limn_00 \\anLn{x)w{x)\\p = 0 for every such f{x), then w{x) = 0 almost

everywhere.

The following are immediate corollaries by Minkowski's inequality.

Corollary 1. Let p, || ||p, w{x) andf{x) be as in the first sentence of Theorem 1

and let sn{x) be the nth partial sum off s Hermite series. If l\mn^ „ || [sn{x) —/(x)]iv(x) l| p

= 0for every such f{x), then w(x) = 0 almost everywhere.

Corollary 2. Let p, \ \p, w(x),/(x) anda be as in the first sentence of Theorem

3 and let sn{x) be the nth partial sum offs Laguerre series. If

lim ||K(x)-/(x)]w(x)||p = 0
n-* oo

for every such f{x), then w{x) = 0 almost everywhere.

The requirement that w{x) be finite almost everywhere is put in these theorems

to avoid uninteresting complications in the proofs. With the convention 0oo = 0,

w(x) = oo would satisfy the conditions in each of these since w{x)f{x) e L" would

require that/(x) = 0 almost everywhere. If w{x) is finite on a subset of positive

measure and infinite on a subset of positive measure of the interval under con-

sideration, it is immediate that it cannot satisfy the hypotheses of any of these

theorems.

Theorem 1 will be proved in four parts. The first is Lemma 1 in which it is

shown that if a function, w{x), of the type described in Theorem 1, existed that

was not 0 almost everywhere, then there would be a function, v{x), such that for

n>C

(1.1) ||77n(x)e-2'Mx)||:
Hn{x)e

-X2I2

Ú C||77„(x)e-*2'2||2
v{x)

where l/p+ \\q= 1 and 77n(x) is the usual Hermite polynomial.

The second part, contained in §4, consists of showing that the terms, Hn{x)e~x2'2,

on the left side of (1.1) can be replaced over a limited range by a simple estimate

and the inequality will still be true. The principal difficulty in doing this is the fact

that the range considered is where 77n(x) has its zeros. The proof amounts to

showing that successive 77„'s have their zeros well enough distributed so that for

most n's the integrals on the left will be bounded below by their estimates. An

estimate in [2] of 77„(x), proved by Skovgaard, is the basis for this proof.

In §5 it is proved that an inequality like the simplified version of (1.1) cannot

be true for any v{x). This follows from estimations of the integrals, Holder's
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inequality and Fubini's theorem. Finally, in §6 these results are combined to prove

Theorem 1.

Theorem 2 would be an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and the Banach-

Steinhaus theorem if it were assumed that w{x)f{x) e L" implied that /(x) had a

Hermite series. In §7 it is shown that if w{x) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2

but not the conclusion, then there is a function, w*{x), such that \w{x)\ <w*{x),

w*{x) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2 and w*(x)/(x) e Lp implies that /(x)

has a Hermite series. Theorem 1 and the Banach-Steinhaus theorem then imply

that w*{x) cannot exist and thus prove Theorem 2.

The proof of Theorems 3 and 4 is similar and is treated simultaneously.

In the sequel to this paper, inequalities of the form ||in(x)y(x)||p^C||/(x)H'(x)||p

will be proved for Laguerre and Hermite series for 1 ̂ p^A/3 and A^p ¿,oo.

2. Notation and estimates. To simplify notation, two functions introduced in

[1] will be used. The Hermite polynomials, 77n(x), are defined by 2 Hn{x)rn¡n\

= exp (2xr — r2); the functions

(2.1) Jfn{x) = e - x2'2{V-n2nn !) - 1,277„(x)

are orthonormal on ( — 00,00). Similarly, the Laguerre polynomials, L%{x) are

defined by 2 Ll{x)rn = {X—r)~a~1 exp {- rx/( X—r)); the functions

(2.2) jS?»(jc) = \F{n + ;+1)l " ll2x"'2e-x'2L°n{x)
L " • J

are orthonormal on [0, 00).

Now (6.12), p. 23 of [2] states that Hn{N112 cos 0) equals

(23)    ^»^(ï^^aEt^a^^)]

for 0<ö^-^tt where N=2n+X. Combining (2.1) and (2.3) and using Stirling's

formula then shows that

(2.4) Jen{x) = ßV'V-*2)-1/4 cos iN(2ô-sm2e)-7T\ + 0,Nm,N_xayvi)

where 0¿x¿Nll2-N~lie and 0 = cos_1 {xN~112). Furthermore, using either (2.4)

or combining (8.22.8), p. 198 of [5] with (2.1) shows that for x in a fixed finite

interval

(2.5) Jfn{x) = ß\   7V-1/écos(7v*V3JC-Í»i7)+0(i\f-3'*).

Finally, the table on p. 700 of [1] shows that there exist positive constants, Cand D,

such that

x2 < N,

x2 ^ N.
(2.6)

n(*)l   ^  CHAT-X^-hAT1'3]-1'4,

^ Cexp(-£>x2),
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Similarly, (5.5), p. 247 of [3] states that if «äO, then Lan{v cos2 6) equals

{-XT exp & cos2 6)  r      p-sin2fl)-,\       7 1     _1_\1

K¿-']     (2 cos eyirm sin 20)1'2 L      I 4 j       l*^   vtt"-0)/J

where O<0<Jr7r and v = 4« + 2a + 2. Again, combining (2.2) and (2.7) and using

Stirling's formula gives

where 0<x<i>, aäO and 0 = cos_1 (x1/2v_1/2). Fortunately, (2.7) is also valid

for — 1 <a<0 for a more restricted range of x; this fact, proved in the next para-

graph, will be needed for the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4.

Using the fact, (5.1.13), p. 101 of [5], that Lan{x)=Lan + 1{x)-Lan+.\{x), it is easy

to prove that

(2.9) X1/2^(X) = {n + a+X)1,2ä'l + 1{x)-nll2ä'an±\{x).

Using (2.8) in (2.9), replacing n + a+l and n by \v+0{X) and letting p{v, x)

denote the principal term in (2.8), then shows that

(2.10) v™p{v + 2, x)-^2p{v-2, x) = 2x"2p{v, x) + o{^^ + ^^

for 0<x^v — A and a^O. Since a does not appear in (2.10), (2.10) is clearly true

with just the first of these conditions. Using (2.8) on the right side of (2.9) for

— 1 <a<0 and then applying (2.10) proves that

(2.11) seiix) = p{v, x)+¿»((^774+^¿m)

for — l<a<0 and 0<x^v-A. This gives (2.8) if — l<a<0 and |v^xSv —4;

this range of x is sufficient for the purposes of this paper.

Combining (8.22.6), p. 197 of [5] with (2.2) shows that for x in a fixed compact

subinterval of (0, oo) and a > — 1

(2.12) SP&X) =  (^V'V)"1'4 COS \{vxf'2-hc,TT-\ir\ + 0{v-^).

The table on p. 699 of [1] shows that if aäO, then there exist positive constants,

C and D, such that

|jSP»(je)| ̂  C{nx)al2, 0    £ x < 1/«,

(2.13) Ú Cx-1,4[k-x|+v1/3]-1/4,        X\n ^ x < 2v,

á Ce~Dx, 2v  ^ x.

It is easy to show that (2.13) is also true for - 1 <ce<0. For 0^x< X\n the explicit

form of m{x), (5.1.6), p. 100 of [5], gives the result. For l/«^x<l, (8.22.6) on
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p. 197 of [5] can be used. For 1 Sx<n, use (2.11). For n^x, (2.9) can be used to

obtain the result.

Throughout this paper the symbol || ||p will designate the ordinary (unweighted)

norm over the interval ( — oo, oo) in the Hermite case and over (0, oo) in the Laguerre

case. The letter C will be used to denote positive constants not necessarily the same

at each occurrence.

3. An integral inequality. Part of the following lemma is a generalization of an

argument presented on p. 706 of [1].

Lemma 1. If p, w{x), f{x), an and C satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem X and w{x)

is nonzero on a set of positive measure, then there exists a function v{x), such that

for alln^C

(3.1) K(*M*)II, K(x)M*)tf S c

where Xjp+Xjq=X. The same is true with the hypotheses of Theorem 3 if 3^n{x) is

replaced by <£%x) in (3.1).

For the Hermite case it will first be proved that if w{x) has the given properties

and g{x)w{x) e Lp, then g(x) must have a Hermite expansion. If there were a g(x)

such that g(x)w{x) e L" and g(x) had no Hermite expansion, then for some N

\\g{x)exp{-x2)xN\\i = co.

If N=0, then for all even« ||g(x)77n(x) exp (-x2)|i = oo; if N% 1, then for all n^N

this integral is infinite. Now let h{x) be a bounded function with compact support

such that \h{x)\ ^ |g(x)| and let bnHn{x) be the nth term of n's Hermite series. Then

for wè C

(3.2) \bn\ |Kx)77n(x)||p Ú C\\w{x)h{x)\p ¿k C||w(x)g(x)||p.

The hypothesis that w{x) is nonzero on a set of positive measure insures that

¡H>(x)77n(x)||p>0. If n is even and greater than N, h{x) can be chosen to make bn

arbitrarily large; this contradicts (3.2).

Now if g{x) is any function inLp, the result above shows that (g(x)/w(x))77n(x)e~*2

is in L1 for every n. Consequently, by the converse of Holder's inequality

(3.3) ||exp(-x2)77n(x)/w(x)||, <co

for all n.

Let rn = (vV2n«!)-1/2, then an = r2 J!'0O/(x)77n(x) exp (-x2) dx. For a fixed n

there is a function, /(x), such that w(x)/(x) e L" and

Kl = rn2||w(x)/(x)||p||exp(-x2)77n(x)/.v(x)||,

because of (3.3). If n^C, it is also true that \an\ \\w{x)Hn{x)\\p^C\\f{x)w{x)\\p.

Combining these two facts and using the fact that 77„(x) = exp {x2\2)3tfn{x)\rn

gives (3.1) with v{x) = w{x) exp (x2/2).

The Laguerre proof is the same.
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4. Estimation of the integrals. The purpose here is to obtain lower bounds for

the terms on the left side of (3.1) that contain pleasanter functions than ¿Fn{x) or

-S?£(x). The first part of this consists of looking at the troublesome cosine terms in

the approximations (2.4) and (2.8). The computation is based on the following

rather interesting lemma.

Lemma 2. Let L be an integer greater than 20 and let I be a set of L consecutive

integers. If for n in I, X¡3L^g{n+X)—g{rí)^^n and g{n+X)—g{n) is monotone

increasing in n, then for at least 2/3 of the integers, n, in I, |cosg(n)| ^ 1/200.

The intervals in which |cos x| < 1/200 have length 2 sin-1 (1/200) which is less

than 1/90. The first of these intervals that contains any g{n)'s then contains at

most [L/30] +1 of them where [ ] denotes the greatest integer. After this, each

interval where |cos x| ^ 1/200 will contain at least three times as many g{nfs as

the succeeding interval where |cosx|< 1/200 because of the upper bound on

g{n+X)— g{n) and the monotonicity of g{n+X) — g{n). Then for at most [L/30]

+ X+i{L-[Ll30]-X) of the w's in 7 is |cosg(«)| < 1/200. Since (l/L)[L/30]^ 1/30,

this number is bounded by L(l/40 + i + 3/4L) which is less than L/3 since L>20.

This can be applied to the following two lemmas.

Lemma 3. If y ^(60)3 and x is a fixed number such that 3:yll2^x^yll2—y~116,

then for at least two thirds of the integers, n, such that yS2n+X úy+y113,

¡N{2d-sm2d)-7T\ X
cos(-4-)   >2ÔÔ

where N= 2n+X and 6 = cos " ' {xN~im).

Lemma 4. Ify ä(90)3, a> — 1 and x is a fixed number such that 5y/6^x^y—y113,

then for at least two thirds of the integers, n, such that y¿An + 2a + 2^y+y113,

C0S \ A )   = 200

where v = An + 2a + 2 and 6 = cos ~1 (x1,2v ~1/2).

The proofs are similar and simple. For Lemma 3 the number, L, of consecutive

integers, n, with j>g 2« +1 ^y+y113 satisfies j1,3/3^L^^1/3. Define

g{n) = {N{26-sin 29)—rr)jA.

It is easily verified that g'{n) = cos-1 {xN~112). If x is in the given range and n is

any real number in the extended range, yf¿2n + X í=y+yll3 + 2, then

(4.1) 2"1/2 ^ iyll2{y+yll3 + 2)-112 S xN"1'2 è X-y'213.

From this it is clear that cos-1 {xN~112) is monotone increasing in n and bounded

above by \ir; this immediately implies the same for g{n+X)—g{ri) if y^2n+X

^y + y1'3.
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Now if cos m^ 1 —j"2'3, then X-\u2^X-y~213 and m^21,2j"1'3. Therefore,

using (4.1), g'(ri) = 21,2j'"1,3;>21,2/3L for the extended range of «'s used in (4.1).

This implies that g{n+ X) — g{n)}t 1/3L for x and n in the original ranges. Lemma 2

now completes the proof of Lemma 3.

The proof of Lemma 4 proceeds in the same manner.

To apply these results to the integrals in (3.1) the following general lemma is

needed.

Lemma 5. Let w{x) be a nonnegative function and t a positive real number. Let

f{n, x) be a function such that for every x in a set E and every integer in a finite set

of integers, I, 0á/(n, x)¿l, and for each x in E, f{n, x)^t for at least 2/3 of the

n's in I. Then )Ef{n, x)w(x) dx^{tj 10) jE w{x) dx for at least 3/5 of the rís in I.

Let/*(«, x)= 1 if/(n, x)ä t and Iet/*(«, x) = 0 otherwise. Then

(4.2) y f /■*(«, x)m-(x) í/iay ( w{x) dx
ne; Je ->   Je

where L is the number of members of 7. Then for at least 3/5 of the n's in 7

(4.3) f*{n, x)w{x) dx ä —      w{x) dx;
Je 10 Je

this follows from (4.2), the fact that the integral on the left is always bounded by

the integral on the right and the fact that 3L/5 + (2L/5)l/10<2L/3. Since f{n, x)

2: tf*{n, x), (4.3) gives the conclusion of the lemma.

Lemma 6. Let w{x) be a measurable function, l^/>áco, for y>0 let

Ly = [iy112,y112— 1] and Iy be the integers, n, such that y^N^y+y113 where

N=2n+X. Then there exists y0 and positive C depending only on p such that for

y^y0

,4.4, (£_ M.vM*)|. *)" i c(l | ̂  |* *)"

{with the usual interpretation for p = oo) for at least 3/5 of the n's in Iy.

Lemma 7. Let w{x) be a measurable function, X^pSco, a> — X, for y>X let

Ey=[5y¡6, y—y112] and Iy the integers, n, such that y^v^y+y113 where v =

An + 2a + 2. Then there exists y0 and positive C depending only on p such that for y 2: y0

(4.5) (jj¿¿"n{x)w{x)\p dx)1'" }t c(J"
w{x) \l/p

dx)
Ix^ty-x)1'4

{with the usual interpretation for p = oo) for at least 3/5 of the n's in Iy.

To prove Lemma 6, observe that A^—x2 2: j — x2, and since y — x2 2:2j1/2 — 1 ä_y1/3,

then N—x2 fi2{y — x2). Using these inequalities, (2.4) and Minkowski's inequality,
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shows that the left side of (4.4) is bounded below by the difference of

,. ,,                     _7f   I     w{x)            IN{28-sin2e)-TT\\p , \llp
(4l6) Cl(J,s I (J^W C0S (-4-) I   dX)

and

where Cx and C2 are positive constants and 0 = cos-1 {xN112).

Applying Lemmas 3 and 5 to (4.6) shows that there exists a C3>0 such that if

j2:(60)3, then (4.6) is bounded below by C3 times the integral on the right side of

(4.4) for at least 3/5 of the n's in Iy. On the other hand, since y — x2^y112 for x in

Ey, (4.7) is bounded above by C2y~1111 times the integral on the right side of (4.4).

If y is greater than (2C2/C3)4 and (60)3, then (4.7) is less than half of (4.6) for at

least 3/5 of the n's in Iy and the assertion of Lemma 6 is proved.

Lemma 7 is proved similarly using (2.8) and Lemma 4.

5. An integration lemma. This section is devoted to showing that an inequality

like (3.1) cannot occur if ¿Fn{x) is replaced by the first term of its approximation

with the cosine term omitted. The analysis applies equally well to the Laguerre

case.

Lemma 8. Let p be a fixed number satisfying 1 S/j ¿4/3 or A^p fíco, let

Xjp+ l\q= 1, let 0?ír< 1, let v{x) be a measurable function and define

t\        -m/T"1!    "(*)    l"j VYf""1 dx yi"
g{y)=y      \L     lö^HÄ)    IL     l^-ft)

with the usual interpretation if p or q is oo. Then lim sup,,..«, g{y) = co.

By symmetry this need only be proved for 4^/j^oo, and it can be assumed that

f(x)2j0. Let s=r113. The proof will be done in two cases as indicated.

Case 1. For every number z 2:1/(1 —s) there exists y^z such that

fsy i*s2y

(5.1) [v{x)]-"dx > z\      [v{x)]-"dx.
Js2y Js3y

Fix such a y and z. Since sy=y — (1 — s)y^y — (1 — s)z^y—\,

(5.2) *J ä ,-(£ [i^m]'*r (£ RïkfW'
Now in (5.2) replace y—x by y and use (5.1) on the second integral. This produces

-llq   l ps2y \ 1/p  / ¡,s2y \ 1/«

(5.3) g{y) 2t z— y^ [v{x)rdxj     (J^ [v{x)]-«dxj    ■

Using Holder's inequality on the product of the integrals in (5.3) then shows that

g{y)^{s2 — s3)z1"'. Since for an arbitrary z this inequality can be obtained for some
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y^Z, lim supj,_œ g{y) = oo in this case. Note that this reasoning works equally

well for/? = 00.

Case 2. There exists a constant, Cl5 such that if >»2: Cu then

psy f$2y

(5.4) Hx))-"dxú Ci I      [»(*)]-«<&.
Js2¡/ Js3y

Repeated use of (5.4) shows that there is a positive constant, C, such that if

j2tC2 = max(C1, i/(i -s)), then

(5.5) f     [v{x)]-"dx 2: C T' [v{x)]-" dx.
Jry Jry

Now assume that p<oo. Using (5.5) and the fact that y — x<y for ry^x^y— 1

then shows that

(5.6) [g{y)]p 2: Q1"" (JT1 y^ <&)(£" M*)]"9 «fr)'".

If z2:C2 and z^y^zjr, (5.6) shows that [g(j)]p is bounded below by the

product of

azis \ Plq
[v{x)]-"dx\

and

(5.8) fJr

1 ivjx)]p

y-x
dx.

Using this fact and Fubini's theorem and then reducing the intervals of integration,

shows that ff [g{y)]p dy is bounded below by the product of (5.7) and

Performing the inner integration then shows that (5.9) is bounded below by

(5.10) C log z(l -s) C'" [v{x)]p dx.

Therefore,

cz,r c loe Cz i rzls \ / rzls \p'«
(5.11) J2    [g{y)]'dy*     ^1     (Ja    [v{x)]'dxj(^    [v{x)]~« dx)    .

By Holder's inequality the product of the integrals in (5.11) is bounded below by

[z(l -s)ls]p so that finally

(5.12) [g(y)]'dy> Cz log Cz,
Jz
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where C depends only on r and p. Therefore, if z2:C2, there is by (5.12) a value of

y between z and z\r where g(y)2;C(log Cy)llp. This completes Case 2 for/?<oo.

If p = co, then

(5.13) g0,).,-»(«e„if-4|A£
dx

v{x){y-x)lli

Now if ^2:C3 = max (C1; 2/(1 —ä)), then ry¿y — 2 and using the fact that y — x<y

and (5.5) gives

(5.14) g{y) 2: Cj"3'4( ess sup 7-^rr4)  [" -^~
W-2.1/-1] (J-X) '*/ Jry    t)(X)

If z2:C3 and zíky¿z¡r, (5.14) shows that g(j) is bounded below by the product

of

fzls   dx

(5.15) Cz'311        ^f-
Jz     V{X)

and

(5.16) T     v{x)dx.
Jy-2

Using this and Fubini's theorem and then reducing the intervals of integration,

shows that jzJr g{y) dy is bounded below by the product of (5.15) and

Hzlr)-2  / Cx + 2       \

(5.17) I dy\v{x) dx.

The condition z2:2/(l — s) implies that (z/r) — 22:z/s. Therefore, (5.17) is bounded

below by jzJs v{x) dx. Combining this with (5.15) then shows that

(5.18)    r^^^^^irâdr^^)-
The product of the integrals in (5.18) is bounded below by

(f " [v{x)Yii2[v{x)]1i2 dx\2 = z2(^)2

by Schwarz' inequality. This finally shows that for z2: C3

(5.19) j'* g{y) dy 2. Cz5l\

so that for a value of y between z and zjr, g{y)^Cylli. This completes Case 2 for

p = oo.

6. Proof of Theorems 1 and 3. It is now easy to combine the previous results to

obtain these theorems. If there were a w(x) of the type described in Theorem 1

that was not 0 almost everywhere, then Lemma 1 could be applied to obtain the
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inequality (3.1) for some function v{x). By Lemma 6 there exists y0 such that if

y~ày0, Ey = [$y112,y112— 1] and Iy is the set of integers, n, such that y^2n+X

=y+y113, then for at least 3/5 of the n's in Iy

(6.1) (f   \X>n(x)v(x)\> dxY* 2: c(\
\JEy I \jEy

and for at least 3/5 of the «'s in Iy

v{x)

(v-x2)1
dx)

(6.2) a.■**»(*) I
v{x) f"iC{Lv-

dx ,1/a

{x){y-x2f

Consequently, there must be at least one n in Iy for which both (6.1) and (6.2)

are true. Since for this n the product of the left sides of (6.1) and (6.2) is bounded

by the right side of (3.1), the product of the right sides of (6.1) and (6.2) must be

bounded by the constant C of Lemma 3. Since the constants are all independent of

y, this shows that the product of the right sides of (6.1) and (6.2) is a bounded

function of y for y^y0. Using the fact that yll2 + xf^2y112 for x e Ey in these

integrals then shows that there exists C such that for y7iy0

(63) v-Wf V(X)      \"dxYP((   _*E_Yl9<c

This, however, is impossible by Lemma 8 for 1 ̂ p^A/3 or 4^/j^oo.

For the proof of Theorem 3 the same reasoning using Lemma 7 shows that for

y^y0

(6.4)
\Jev

v{x)

\xw{y-xy

\p     \ up
dx) (I dx

|x1,4u(x)(y-x) 1/41«! â C

where Ey = [5y/6, y — y112]. Changing the variable of integration to u = x112 changes

the interval of integration in (6.4) to an interval containing [19y1,2/20, y112 — X].

Using the fact that u and yll2 + u are both comparable to y112 will then produce

the inequality g{y112) á C for y 2ty0 where g is the function in Lemma 8. As before,

this is impossible for 1 á/>:S4/3 and A^pííoo.

7. Proof of Theorems 2 and 4. The principal difficulty in proving Theorem 2 is,

as mentioned in §1, that it was not assumed that w{x)f{x) e L" implies that/(x)

has a Hermite series. In the proof of Theorem 1 it was easy to obtain this fact

from the hypotheses; this was done in the proof of Lemma 3. Here this seems

difficult, and it is proved instead that w{x) can be replaced by a larger and pleasanter

function. The same will be done to prove Theorem 4.

First, several lemmas are needed.

Lemma 9. Given a fixed p, l¿/j^oo, there exists a positive function, u{x), and a

constant, Cu such that f{x)u{x) e Lp on { — oo, oo) implies that f{x) has a Hermite

series and ||M(x)77n(x)||p^C1n-1/4(2"n!)1'2.
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Lemma 10. Given a fixed p and a, 1 ¿/>;Soo and a> — 1, there exists a positive

function u{x) and a constant, Cu such that f{x)u{x) e Lp on (0, oo) implies that f{x)

has a Laguerre series for this a and j| u(x)L£(x) || p :£ C^"'2"1'4.

To prove Lemma 9 let u{x) = exp ( — fx2). If ||/(x)«(x)||p<oo, it is easy to see

that ||/(x)77n(x)e"jc2||1 is finite for every n by Holder's inequality. The second part

follows by using (2.1) and (2.6).

To prove Lemma 10 let b = \{a+l)— Ijp and define w(x) to be x" for 0<x<l

and to be exp ( — fx) for x2:1. The first part then follows from Holder's inequality

and the fact that {a — b)p[{p— 1)> — 1. The second part follows by use of (2.2), the

fact obtained from Stirling's formula that F{n + a + l)/«! = «a[l + 0(1/«)], and (2.13).

Lemma 11. 7/1 ¿/>¿oo, 7 is a finite interval of length L and w{x) is nonzero on a

subset of I with positive measure, then there is a positive constant, C, such that for

a 2:1 andallb{¡, \w{x) cos {ax + b)\p dx)llp^C.

This follows immediately from the facts that |w(x)| is bounded away from 0 on

some subset of 7 with positive measure and that for any positive d, |cos {ax + b)\

has a lower bound depending only on d and L on half of any subset of 7 with

measure d.

Lemma 12. If 1 ¿/j^oo and w{x) is nonzero on a set of positive measure, then

there is a positive constant, C2, such that \\Hn{x)w{x)\\p^C2n~lli{2nn\)112 for all

«2:1.

Lemma 13. If 1 g/j^oo, a> — X and w{x) is nonzero on a subset of {0, oo) with

positive measure, then there is a positive constant, C2, such that ||h>(x)L£(x)||p

^C2nai2~w for all n^X.

To prove Lemma 12 let 7 be a finite interval such that w(x) is nonzero on a

subset of 7 with positive measure. Then using (2.5) and (2.1) and assuming that

w{x) is bounded in 7 shows that for some constant, C, \\Hn{x)w{x)\\p is bounded

below by (2/77)1/2(-v/^2'l«!)1/2Ar-1/4 times

a\i/p|exp (x2/2)w(x) cos {Nll2x-\nn)\p dx)

(7.1) ' '

-CN~1I2(( \exp{x2¡2)w{x)\pdx\

where 7^=2«+!. Using Lemma 11, it is immediate that (7.1) is bounded below by

a constant if « is greater than some «0 so that Lemma 12 is proved if tv(x) is

bounded and «2:«0. The statement of Lemma 12 shows that the restriction that

w{x) is bounded can be dropped, and since \\Hn{x)w{x)\\p is positive for all «, a C2

can be chosen that works for all n 2:1.

The proof of Lemma 13 uses (2.12) and (2.2) and is the same except that to use

Lemma 11 on the analogue of (7.1) a change of variable must be made.
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It is now easy to complete the proof of Theorem 2. Suppose that there were a

w{x) that satisfied the hypotheses of Theorem 2 and was nonzero on a set of

positive measure. Then let u>*(x)=|w(x)| +C2m(x)/C1 where Cx and u{x) are as in

Lemma 9 and C2 is as in Lemma 12 with this w{x). Then using Lemmas 9 and 12

and Minkowski's inequality, it is clear that

(7.2) ||w*0x)77n(x)||p S 2|Kx)77n(x)l|p.

Now if ||w*(x)/(x)||p<oo, then ||w(x)/(x)||p<oo and by (7.2) and the hypothesis of

Theorem 2 it follows that limn_œ j|an77n(x)w*(x)||p = 0. Therefore, w*{x) satisfies

the hypotheses of Theorem 2. Since w*{x) is bounded below by a positive multiple

of w(x), Lemma 9 shows that \\w*{x)f{x)\\p<<x> implies that/(x) has a Hermite

series. Then the Banach-Steinhaus theorem and Theorem 1 show that w*(x) = 0

almost everywhere. Since |w(x)| ^w*{x), w(x) = 0 almost everywhere. This contra-

diction completes the proof of Theorem 2.

The proof of Theorem 4 is identical using Lemmas 10 and 13.
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